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This study relates to the urban crisis we experienced as cities become more 
spatially fragmented, segregated and unequal. Despite advances in technology 
and architecture, social infrastructure, mainly in suburban areas, is degrading 
to a dangerous level. Innovation and creativity has played a big role in the 
development of cities, but also in the growing inequality and social unrest. 

This paper looks at the economic and social structures that are at the root of 
this crisis. It analyses potential outcomes if current trends continue and with 
technological progress in mind, suggest tools and methods to regenerate 
suburban areas with vast and sustainable impact at a low cost. 

Part I - The wicked problem a (creative) city is

The economic foundations of the last two centuries, with emphasis on the last few 
decades in the age of Neoliberalism, are the base for the urbanisation process. 
The economy we practice today is the source of our rapid growth and urban 
development, but also for the degradation of the social fabric, which in turn is 
shaping our cities from the bottom up.

The suburban areas formed in the 1950s and onwards were the first wide scale 
segregation, but what used to be utopian dream of the white middle class has 
inverted in the last two decades, bringing upper in middle class back into city 
centers and pushing the disadvantaged out to the suburbs.

The creative class has been a major force in this inversion. Triggered by culture 
and design, this class fled into city centers, attracting additional actors and capital, 
creating what today we call the new urban crisis - a social crisis of segregation 
and inequality. 

In an economy of winners and losers, with the losers being the majority, the 
consequences are everyone’s concern. This study reviews potential consequences 
and future trends which might affect the way we experience our cities in the 
future.Some concerns are social, addressing new waves of migration and the 
economic-racial divide; some are political, looking into the latest developments 
manifested by the urban-rural tension; and some are economic, understanding 
that uncontrollable exploitation can lead to instability and decline.

EXECUTIVE SUMMERY
Part II - Forward thinking

Once there is a realisation that the current system is flawed, there needs to be 
a conversation around the foundation of the “new districts” or “new suburbs”. 
Foundations, in this paper, refers to the values, the soft infrastructure, on which we 
build the city. 

Inclusion - Inspired by “the right to the city” movement, decisions and policies 
implemented in the urban realm should be guided by the principles of justice, equity, 
democracy, beauty, accessibility, community, public space, sustainability, diversity, 
environmental and with the support for the full development of human potentials 
and capabilities. The policies sprouting from these values should be radically inclusive 
for all city dwellers. 

Governance - A mix of instrumentalities and organisational methods (public and 
private, collective and associational, nested, hierarchical and horizontal, exclusionary 
and open-will, etc.) should be revised and implemented at the different levels. Ways 
must be found to organize production, distribution, exchange, and consumption, 
allowing the individual as well as the common to gain more control on their living 
conditions, with the balance mechanism of the state, making sure it does not come 
at the expense of anyone else. 

Resilience - When considering the individual at its center, what should a city be like 
for a person to live safely and sustainably, mentally, economically, environmentally 
and physically. Resilience is discussed here on the scale of a district or a community, 
and how the sense of safety is important for the less fortunate ones.  

Livability - In this section the paper reverse the current debate on livability and 
present with different dimension to measure it. The discourse on livability takes the 
soft structure of a city as a focus point, understanding that cities are not livable 
equally over space, and offer to look into communities, social interaction and social 
cohesion as the main measurements for livability in a divided city.  

Culture - Art, cultural diversity and innovation are the preliminary forces attracting 
creatives to live in dense urban districts, but even those are at risk if a district is 
overly gentrified. The cultural fabric is important for any urban development and 
should be protected by both private and public initiatives - top down or bottom up. 

The future of work - The most important thing in designing a sustainable city is 
to look into the future and how the way we live will change. With fast progress in 
technologies, AI and automation, the job market in the future and the way we work 
will be completely different. This will have an immense influence on our cities, and 
we better prepare for it now as it is knocking already on our door. The paper show 
several studies that are looking into the potential massive change in the way we 
work as close as 2030. 
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Part III - Innovation suburbs - The new creative suburb. Tools and methods for sustainable and creative development in suburban areas.

Socio economic 
layer 

Local currencies and sharing 
economy -  local currencies allow a 

monetary system that better fits the 
local economy and keeps that money 

circling within the community, 
supporting local business and making 

the financial system more resilient 
to national and global fluctuations.

Local Production - With open 
source data platforms and massive 
information flows spread globally 

through the internet, it is easier than 
ever to reach a more self-sustained 

and resilient district. 

Innovation economy - A network of 
spaces which allow users to share 

experience, successful models 
and social events, can boost the 

economy of the city as a whole and 
direct human capital and innovation 
incubators to focus on solving real 

urban and environmental challenges.

Co-ownership -Nested within a solid 
democratic structure and connected 

vertically, Co-ownership of businesses 
and organisations can build healthier 

and inclusive enterprises. The 
participatory factor and the shared 

responsibility enable a deeper 
social interaction and a valuable 

link between the productions and 
consumption of goods.

Basic income - Stable wages offer 
disadvantaged citizens the financial 

resources, mental space and 
necessary optimism to invest in their 
future. With financial opportunities 

and social support, the talented 
among them can even scale to large 
enough businesses that will in turn 

hire other people around them.

Urban design  
layer 

Flexible and diverse design - With 
the progress in construction 

technologies there are methods 
which allow the creation of a 

diverse fabric at a pace and cost 
which traditional architecture 
cannot provide. Flexible fabric 

can answer more quickly urban 
and social challenges.

Non-commodified public space 
- Such spaces can be given an 

additional value of commonality 
which does not necessarily affect 

their original purpose. Handing over 
those areas for a collaborative design 
by local residents can enhance both 

social cohesion and the creative 
value of a neighborhood. 

Climate smart and dense design - A 
dense urban layout allows a certain 

level at which creative and urban 
businesses can exist and thrive, and 

encourages better and full use of 
spaces. Density also allows a higher 
degree of diversity in function and 
protection against harsh climates.

Transportation - One of the main 
solutions to the urban crisis is to 

invest significantly in the transpor-
tation nodes from the suburb to the 
city center. However this could be a 
double edged sword threatening the 
district to become a sleeping suburb.

Third places - Hybrid private-public 
spaces with added social value or 

cooperative management can best 
offer a response to suburb dwellers’ 

needs, creating a neutral atmosphere 
and an invitation for users who might 

otherwise stay isolated.

Policy  
layer 

Employment conditions - Creating 
part-time jobs or shortening the work 

week can help disadvantaged and 
less educated people to enter the job 

market. together with a supportive 
infrastructure which provides 

accessibility to education and health, 
the additional free time can be 

used for attaining more skills or for 
contributing to the local community.

Education for creativity - Supporting 
innovation in designated informal 

hubs and through peer-to-peer 
sharing is an important factor as 
this can provide the right kind of 

help, one which is not quantified by 
financial means and rather provides 
fertile soil for enterprises and small 

businesses to grow. 

Top-down interventions - Rent 
control and subsidies, reduced 

barriers for entrepreneurship and 
trust management, are offered 

here as additional instruments for 
those who design and execute the 

overarching strategy and incentives 
for metropolitan areas. 
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Cities in the 21st century are changing fast. We live in an age where innovative 
technologies and globalization allow reality to be constantly reinvented. Driving 
these changes are innovation and entrepreneurship. But as well as providing ways 
to improve lives, they can also be the cause of a dangerously exaggerating systemic 
inequalities, where not everyone enjoy the benefits of the race. The distance 
between the winners and the losers of modern urbanisation is at an all-time high, 
and if business continues as usual, it is predicted to get higher still.    

It is not enough for urbanists and decision makers to allow general solutions or 
patches of ‘problem solving’ when dealing with the level of complexity associated 
with the formation and development of cities, inhabited as they are by sometimes 
millions of people from different classes and in different settings., There is a need 
instead to go to the root of any problem and look for solutions that will allow every 
citizen can take part in forming a better city for all. 

Each city is unique, but modern innovation means that they will all deal with rapid 
change and the resulting divisions within the urban fabric. As cities grow bigger, 
those changes and divisions become more and more difficult to control. When 
rethinking our future cities, we must consider the acute social issues of increasing 
segregation, inequality, displacement and political unrest. In the wider context of 
globalization and a neoliberal economy, it becomes increasingly difficult to predict 
the consequences of some actions and a solution in one context might lead to 
different outcomes in a different setting. In order to address this complexity, par-
ticipatory and inclusive solutions must be originated from the neighborhood level. 

This paper examines the economic challenges which are shaping our current 
process of urbanisation in order to understand better the social problems it causes 
inside metropolitan areas. With future trends in mind, this paper will look into 
alternative developments in the mid and micro scale in the different layers of the 
urban environment.  

The intention is to understand better the urban reality in an era of globalization and 
to suggest methods to improve our cities from the perspective of every individual 
citizen, regardless of class. Growing inequality shifts the focus to disadvantaged 
suburban areas, where urban growth is underway, but not yet fully under the 
influence and attendant pressures of developers, and it is easier to implement new 
supporting systems and think innovatively, together with local communities.

 

INTRODUCTION INNOVATION SUBURBS

“Let there be no doubt: investing in and closing the 
knowledge gap in social science research into inequalities 
will be vital to achieve the cross-cutting ambitions of the 

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Let’s work 
together now – to ‘leave no one behind’ tomorrow.” 

Irina Bokova 
Director-General of UNESCO 
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The first part of this paper will map the processes that lead to the urban challenges 
currently seen in cities and their suburban areas. Following this historical review 
is an evaluation of the social and economic effects being witnessed today in many 
metropolitans around the world. This section aims to provide a holistic perspective 
to the general conditions we must address in our work to improve our cities and 
their design. 

Since the 1980s there has been a strong global trend towards the implementation 
of the neoliberalist economic agenda. While this agenda has provided fast growth 
and great advances in technological innovation, its complex and unstable nature 
has also resulted in environmental problems and an increase in socio-economic 
inequality.
 
The foundations of neoliberalism rest on two main planks: increasing competition 
by opening up domestic markets to foreign competition, including financial markets; 
and decreasing role of the state through privatization and limiting the ability of 
governments to run fiscal deficits and accumulate debt. 1

The expansion of global trade and foreign investment revolutionised technology 
and flows of information, rescuing millions from abject poverty, and privatization 
of state owned enterprises led to a more efficient provision of services and lower 
expenses for governments. However, some other aspects of the agenda also led to 
negative processes. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)  highlighted two main 
policies whose outcomes undermine the system as a whole: 
• Capital account liberalization - open the movement of capital across cities’ and 

countries’ borders.
• Fiscal consolidation/Austerity - policies to reduce fiscal deficits and debt levels. 

While the most immediate result of the neoliberal agenda is increased growth, the 
IMF have found that the difficulty of measuring the benefit of local growth in a 
broader global context, alongside the inclination to increasing inequality, actually 
creates an adverse feedback loop that hurts the level and sustainability of growth.2

THE WICKED PROBLEM A (CREATIVE) CITY IS INNOVATION SUBURBS

THE DIVIDING ECONOMY

Increasing inequality in income along classes and across regions is also known as 
“winner-takes-all” economy, a term emphasizing the ongoing concentration of 
wealth and power in the hands of those at the top of the pyramid. In the workforce 
of the broader economy, the earnings gap between CEOs and the average worker 
intensified, as large pay disparities appeared in industries ranging from consulting, 
banking, and management to design, fashion, medicine, and law. In the roughly 
four decades spanning from 1978 to 2015, CEO pay increased by more than 940%, 
while that of a typical worker grew by just 10%.3

Recommendations to mitigate these negative effects include using taxes and 
government spending to facilitate redistribution of wealth and supporting policies, 
which contradict the basis of the neoliberal agenda. 

Some of the world’s leading financial institutions, including the IMF, recognise the 
need to take a few steps back from the current economic system, returning more 
power to governments and decentralizing those governments in an attempt to 
avoid the negative consequences of the current wave of globalisation.

Figure 1: IMF data on inequality as a result of neolibral economy
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This growing socio-economic divide has an important spatial dimension, as there is 
tendency for social and professional networks to cluster geographically in order to 
increase social capital.Human social and economic networks, are formed based on 
weak and strong ties. The strength of these ties is dependent on maintenance costs 
and expected revenues [including indirect financial costs associated with having 
leisure time to engage with social networks, and shared cultural norms and expec-
tations]. Given that an individual’s resources are restricted, this sets a limit to the 
number of strong ties that can be maintained at a distance. Disadvantaged groups, 
such as working parents or those with multiple jobs, may have less leisure time to 
invest, and those with limited income may fewer financial or technical resources to 
facilitate the flow of information that the technical world takes for granted.  Lacking 
a strong sense of shared norms and values, weak ties need frequent interaction to 
be sustained. Frequent interaction, in turn, is best achieved among individuals who 
occupy the same geographical area.4 Since humans are spatially ‘sticky’, even in 
the internet era, so is the social capital that is connected to their social networks. 
From an economic perspective, such agglomerations mean a spatial concentration 
of potential “co-actors” (customers, employers, social partners, etc) which implies 
a potential for better matching on all possible markets. 

Together with income inequality, the outcome is socio-economic segregation and 
a spatial division between classes in the urban realm. In some metropolitan areas, 
this socio economic division has a multiplier effect, as they tend to encourage low 
levels of economic mobility. Children raised in affluent neighborhoods tend to grow 
up to be affluent adults; children raised in poor neighborhoods are more likely to 
end up poor.  
 

  

 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC SEGREGATION

The urban manifestation of this segregation is 
demonstrated in research conducted in 2012 by 
the Pew research institute in which data regarding 
households income between 1980 to 2010 was taken 
from metropolitan areas throughout the United States. 
To develop a single Residential Income Segregation 
Index (RISI) score for each of the nation’s top 30 
metropolitan areas, researchers added together the 
share of lower-income households living in a majority 
lower-income tract, and the share of upper-income 
households living in a majority upper-income tract. The 
RISI index showed not only the residential segregation 
by income within the examined metropolitan areas, 
but also an increase in as many as 27 of those areas in 
the last three decades.5 

Figure 2: Residential Income  
Segregation Index (RISI) in the 10 largest 

metros, 1980 and 2010
1980 2010 Change

Houston 32 61 29

Dallas 39 60 21

New York 49 57 9

Los Angeles 47 51 4

Philadelphia 39 51 11

Miami 30 49 20

Washington 43 47 4

Atlanta 42 41 0

Chicago 35 41 6
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Perhaps the first widespread case of urban segregation was the creation of suburbia 
in the 1950s and 1960s. The rise of the middle class in the United States, together 
with degrading conditions in the old, polluted industrial city centers, led more 
and more people to choose what was then considered the American dream: a 
single house with a back yard and a parking garage for an automobile. Such houses 
were replicated in masse outside cities, in low density sprawling neighborhoods, 
designed for the modern age of private transportation. 

Suburban areas have since been built  in a variety of constellations in most of 
the developed world in different structures and density, from urban sprawl to 
modernist residential towers.  Despite their differences, most of them were built 
on the principle of private car ownership, and therefore were located relatively far 
from city centers, industry and jobs.  

The sprawling urbanization process was dynamic, but both environmentally un-
sustainable and geographically uneven. The unevenness largely reflected the 
differentiated income streams that flowed to different segments of the working 
class. While the suburbs thrived, the inner cities stagnated and declined. It was 
the white working class who could afford the new modern houses, where they 
flourished, while those left in the  inner city were largely minorities, differentiated 
by class or in some places - race. 

In the era of the suburban rise , many human geographers and urban planners 
began to address the city as a mono-centric entity, with zones for business activity 
and manufacturing in the center, and low to high cost housing zones in rings 
around the core. This separation of functions and  class, also manifested in housing 
solutions built for lower-income classes outside of the city centers, creating a 
different typology of suburbs, assimilated to modern ghettos for disadvantaged 
communities. 

Much research has been conducted on the topic of suburban areas in the 20th 
century, but this paper focuses on the urban developments of the last two decades 
and the regeneration of city centers followed by the new social and economic 
urban crisis. 

THE CASE OF SUBURBIA
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The term “The great inversion”, coined by the American journalist Alan Ehrenhalt, 
describes the last two decades’ swing in which city centers are luring back business 
and affluent populations, while the suburbs are declining and becoming poorer.  

The technological shift in industrial manufacturing and the rise of the knowledge 
economy altered the suburban urban divide of the 60s. First, as industry moved out 
of the urban core, central locations became more attractive for residential and retail 
uses. In the early days of post-industrialism, bohemians and artists took advantage 
of the availability of cheap, abandoned industrial spaces in transitional higher crime 
urban districts for their lofts and studios. The new forming cluster added a layer 
of culture and conviviality to the degraded center, which in turn attracted more 
and more players. As the ranks of knowledge workers grew, talent came to replace 
capital as the leading bidder for central locations.  
Richard Florida described this inversion in his work from 2002 on the special role 
played by cities in the incubation of what he refers to as the creative class. Florida’s 
core proposition was that talented people seek out cities that offer a high level of 
diversity, tolerance, cultural resources and urban amenity, and that there exists a 
mutually reinforcing relationship between the density and diversity of inner urban 
areas and the conversion of individual talent into economic opportunity.6

While Florida praised the formation of “creative cities” and offered a methodology 
for attracting the creative class, others have identified a pervasive lack of concern 
in arguments for creative cities for questions of social justice, and the displace-
ment of lower-income communities arising from ‘reinvestment designed for the 
middle-class colonisation of urban neighbourhoods’.7

Some suburban areas or smaller cities which were relatively less skilled and didn’t 
draw as much attention and investment as the creative cities, started staganting or 
declining, experiencing a growing wage and productivity gap with the thriving city 
centers. 
The new divided city and metropolis have become even more fragmented and 
fractured along class lines.8

 

THE GREAT INVERSION

“The urban core has become a key axis, if not the key 
axis, of the class geography of the modern metropolis. 

The transformation of the core as a locational center for 
the creative class is a striking reversal from its former role 

as a center for industry, commerce, and shopping—and 
its abandonment in the 1960s and 1970s.”

Richard Florida 
The Divided City 

Figure 3: New York class devision (The divided city, Martin prosperity institute) 16
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Florida referred to the “creative class” as a class of workers whose job was to create 
meaningful new forms. This class of workers was composed of a wide spectrum of 
occupations including scientists, engineers, university professors, poets, architects, 
designers, artists, teachers, musicians and more.9 Back in 2002 Florida estimated 
this class as about 30% of the workforce in the United States, with a prediction that 
it would grow over time, following predicted changes  in the way we would work in 
the future, and the decline and automation of traditional industry. 

With their flexible yet intense work schedule, the creative class consume around-
the-clock services and amenities in a short distance from their base location. 
These amenities are performing different functions: 

• Cultural - restaurants, music venues, galleries, bookstores, museums, and other 
entertainment forms.

• Physical infrastructure - bike routes, efficient public transport system, mixed 
uses and services within the district, proximity to universities or other knowl-
edge-based institutions. 

• Business ecosystem - access to service workers, access to “third places”/ 
workspaces, venues and events for networking (which can even include 
restaurants and nightclubs), a social milieu which reflects similar values. 

These features tend to be found in higher densities in urban cores created before 
the modernist era where cities were built on a more human scale. 

Once a cluster of creative class has formed, it attracts different firms and additional 
productivity effects, as in the case of Santa Monica in California, which has emerged 
as a center for high-tech industries and startups. This type of tech innovation 
subclass, which is a phenomenon new to the last two decades, has a higher income 
on average  and other resources (from social capital to properties) than the rest 
of the workforce. Once this subclass of the creative class is established in a city it 
causes a “multiplier effect” where it creates additional jobs in related industries 
and supports nearby services. Such economic vitality provides more opportunities 
and better pay, but it is concentrated in space and leads to urban socio-economic 
segregation.10 

Image 1: promotional material to Towerside innovation district in Minneapolis, Minnesota

THE CREATIVE CLASS INNOVATION SUBURBS
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Urban economic segregation is defined as inequality across city-regions or neigh-
borhoods and is accountable for the most of the widening spatial inequality in the 
developed world. The creative class, innovation-led businesses, and the high-tech 
industry are seen as the major force behind this trend, transforming and reinforcing 
income gaps into urban segregation. 

Richard Florida which fifteen years ago was the guru of urban creative regenera-
tion, acknowledges this unpredicted twist in his latest publications. He admits that 
as a result of the underlying motor of capitalist development, a clustering force of 
skilled people, resources, thriving industry and other ambitious individuals collected 
in those creative urban districts. And while this agglomeration drove growth, it also 
increased the competition of a limited urban space, resulting in a rise in demand, 
pushing land and housing prices to rise, and forcing some residents and businesses 
out.11   

David Harvey describes this rise in property value using the Marxist term “Monopoly 
rent”:
“All rent is based on the monopoly power of private owners over certain assets. 
Monopoly rent arises because social actors can realize an enhanced income stream 
over an extended time by virtue of their exclu sive control over some directly or 
indirectly tradable item which is in some crucial respects unique and non-replica-
ble. In the urban context those social actors control some special quality resource, 
commodity, or location which, in relation to a certain kind of activity, enables them 
to extract monopoly rents from those desiring to use it.”12

The property owners are as protective of their assets and rights as everyone else, 
though as they gain more capital, they gain more influence and the power to protect 
them. If comparing the amount of salary left to a worker after paying rent in the 
thriving tech bubble of San Jose, California, we discover that while the average 
knowledge worker has an impressive $80,503 left over, the average blue-collar 
worker has just $23,109 left. The average service worker ends up with just $14,372. 
Comparable figures can also be found in other superstar cities, such as San Francisco 
and New York. (Figure 4)

In parallel to the rising housing rent, the rent for business also rise, gradually 
changing  the mix of enterprises within the districts and its target audience. Local 
governments in turn improve infrastructure to further attract stronger firms and 
retail which can pay higher taxes and rent for land owned by the government. Small 
Local businesses disappear gradually, and the new businesses either offer products 
and services unaffordable for the lower classes or are part of a bigger chain with a 
bigger revenue base. 

“The takeaway is clear: As innovative and productive as 
the economies of superstar cities may be, their  

most-advantaged residents haul in the majority of 
the gains. Given these cities’ high housing costs, their 

working and middle classes struggle to stay in place, and 
the poor and the disadvantaged fall further behind.” 

Richard Florida

Figure 4: After Paying For Housing, How Much Money on Average Do Workers 
Have Left Over? Data: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Census

THE PARADOX OF THE NEW URBAN DIVIDE
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Even though the ambience and attractiveness of a city is a collective product of the 
creativity of its inhabitants, it is the upper socio-economic class and tourist trade 
that can afford those monopoly rents and so maintain the rise in property value and 
in turn cause small scale entrepreneurship to disappear under a newly gentrified 
district. 

Socio-economic segregation also appears, on a bigger scale, between cities. Big, 
populous cities develop thriving industry clusters, like finance in New York and 
London, movies in LA, fashion in Milan and Paris, and technology in the Bay Area. 
Those cities offer a mix of advantages to businesses and so attract more investments, 
which other cities in the region cannot compete with. Other cities in the region 
which struggle economically cannot offer an innovation network or higher skilled 
workers, and as a result attract less productive and innovation-focused investment. 
The creative class then becomes further concentrated in select spaces, leaving 
stagnant cities in favor of innovation districts, innovation cities and world cities. 

A recently published american study by Enrico Berkes and Ruben Gatetani, set up 
to parse the connection between innovation and economic segregation, found that 
the level of patenting, as a measure of innovative economic, accounts for 56% of 
the variation in economic segregation between cities. This factor also accounts for 
20% of of the entire increase in economic segregation in the two decades between 
1990-2010.13

Innovative cities lead in socio-economic segregation from within the city and in 
comparison to other cities, and this illuminates the central contradiction of the 
neoliberal economy: The clustering force is the main engine of both growth and 
inequality. 

“The concentration of talent and economic activity in fewer and fewer places not 
only divides the world’s cities into winners and losers, but ensures that the winner 
cities will become unaffordable for all but the wealthy. This unrelenting cycle is great 
news for wealthy landlords and homeowners, but bad news for almost everyone 
else.”
Richard Florida, Why America’s Richest Cities Keep Getting Richer

 

THE PARADOX OF THE NEW URBAN DIVIDE
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Figure 5: The 2018 cities outlook report by 
the Centre for Cities think tank in London 
identified Cambridge as the least equal 
city in the UK for the second year in a row. 
Income was more unevenly distributed 
among residents than in any of the other 
57 UK cities measured in the annual 
report, including Oxford and London.  
 
According to the report Cambridge is also 
ranked the highest in patent applications 
per resident and among the highest in 
residents with high-level qualifications. 
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On the outskirts of gentrified districts and innovative centers lie those districts 
which did not yield the fruits of the creative revolution. These, usually suburban, 
areas, where rent is now relatively low, are stagnating or declining, comprised of a 
mix of middle class, low class, immigrants and other disadvantaged communities 
and individuals. The great inversion of the last decades displaced the poor and dis-
advantaged to the suburbs and in American cities for example, while the number 
of people living below the poverty line increased by 29% between 2000 and 2003, 
the ranks of the suburban poor grew by 66%. Another analysis of the same period 
shows that concentrated poverty, defined as at least 40% of a population living 
below the poverty line, tripled in suburbs, when compared to the growth rate of 
concentrated poverty population in cities.14

Poverty can be a trap, as disadvantaged people have more challenges and difficul-
ties in interacting with mainstream society, and rise above the poverty line. Those 
living in poverty can experience poor physical and mental health, low self-esteem, 
ongoing stigmatisation and rejection from society, which can lead to low educational 
attainment, crime and further stagnation.        
Affected groups and individuals are usually treated by governmental and institution-
al support such as hostels, charities and programmes targeting specific challenges, 
and are becoming a burden on the social welfare system. Non-charitable social 
groups and enterprises tend to naturally, although not intentionally, exclude people 
with acute challenges.15

“The current analysis of an average local landscape is that there are little or no op-
portunities for individuals in recovery to engage peer-to-peer community protective 
factors, resources and support. There is a growing gap between professional support 
and independent life in mainstream society, that is particularly large for this group 
of individuals.” 
The Participatory City, “Design to scale”

URBAN SEGREGATION - CONSEQUENCES

Figure 6: Poverty and segregation in Sao Paulo as found in the Map of 
Inequality 2017 compiled by Rede Nossa São Paulo

POVERTY
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Immigration to cities increased rapidly in the last century, bringing inhabitants from 
rural areas and small towns, as well as foreign migrants following more opportu-
nities and better living conditions. Much of this incoming population settle in the 
outskirts of metropolitan areas. With low resources or lack of a stable legal status, 
the newly arrived residents cannot afford to settle in or compete on locations in city 
centers or diverse middle class districts, and instead agglomerate in poor suburban 
districts where they might have an existing network or better chances in creating 
one. 

“It is much easier to move to a new city if you know people who already live there. 
They can house you and your family when you first arrive, help you out if someone 
suddenly get sick, and help you find a job - by giving you a reference or hiring you 
themselves.”16 
Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo, Poor Economics

Highly educated creatives, whether they are local or expats, have the resources to 
move to the city centers where they cluster, while the new low-skilled immigrants 
or refugees that move to those suburban districts (sometimes racially homogenous 
ones), can weaken the already struggling local community and deepen the inequality 
compared to other districts.  
  
In America, for example, whites accounted for just 9% of suburban population growth 
in the 100 largest metropolitan areas between 2000 and 2010; in one-third of those 
areas, white suburban populations declined.17 In Stockholm, Sweden, about 56% of 
the population in the suburban districts of Rinkeby and Tensta was born outside of 
Sweden, compared with the average of 23% for the entire Stockholm metropolitan. 
These figures are similar to other suburban districts throughout the country but 
refer to 2011, before the massive wave of immigration from the middle east due to 
the Syrian conflict (Figure 7).

URBAN SEGREGATION - CONSEQUENCESMIGRATION AND RACIAL DIVIDE

Figure 7: Unemployment and migration in Stockholm city

*Source: Stockholmstad statistics

Unemployment rate in  
Stockholm city’s districts 

The data represents residents between 
the ages of 18-64 for the year 2015
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The political shift resulting from the urban divide has been increasingly getting 
more headlines, as well as playing a noticeable role in today’s political landscape. 
The growing gaps and resulting friction between urban and rural (or suburban), 
are considered to be a key reason for the victory of Donald Trump in the recent US 
election in 2016, and for the Brexit vote in the UK earlier that year. In England, a 
pioneer of several industrial revolutions, forgotten industrial towns and countryside 
has a marked tendency towards a conservative agenda compared with the  
metropolitan areas of cities like Manchester, London and Cardiff, and in the Brexit 
referendum the majority of rural and suburban residents voted to leave the EU as 
can be seen in the next table. 

David Harvey in his book “Rebel Cities” from 2012 wrote extensively on the explosive 
potential in the urban divide on the neoliberal economy. 
“The only question is: When will the people start to wage class war back? And one 
of the places to start would be to focus on the rapidly degrading qualities of urban 
life, through foreclosures, the persistence of predatory practices in urban housing 
markets, reductions in services, and above all the lack of viable employment oppor-
tunities in urban labor markets almost everywhere, with some cities (Detroit being 
the sad poster child) utterly bereft of employment prospects. The crisis now is as 
much an urban crisis as it ever was.”

Harvey, strongly influenced by Marxist approaches, explained the cause of 
the friction from the blue-collar worker perspective. The growing number of  
impoverished, insecure and excluded workers who live alongside high modernist 
urbanisation and consumerism for an increasingly affluent minority, become more 
suspicious and alienated from governments and higher classes, and are now a much 
more dominant power block in many cities than accounted for by politicians. Their 
frustration turns inwards towards, at best, a parochial nationalism and, at worst, a 
virulent rejection of foreigners and immigrants. 

The sociologist Robert Sampson, who studied the connection between residential 
segregation of the poor and its effect on increasing crime levels in his book “Great 
American City”, talked in a recent interview about the vicious cycle of decline in 
poor districts:18 
“Despite commitment to mainstream values and striving to get ahead, the stigma-
tization heaped on poor neighborhoods and the grinding poverty of its residents 
are corrosive, leading to what I call ‘moral cynicism’ and alienation from key insti-
tutions, setting up a cycle of decline. Those with the means move out, leading to 
further cynicism and an intensified ‘poverty trap’ in the neighborhoods left behind.”

Image 6: Poverty and segregation in Sao Paulo as found in the Map of 
Inequality 2017 compiled by Rede Nossa São Paulo

POLITICAL UNREST

Another angle on this potential unrest comes from the creative class itself, the 
unintentional driver of segregation. While capital tries to find ways to co-opt, 
subsume, commodify and monetize cultural commons and assets in order to 
appropriate monopoly rents from them, it also produces widespread alienation 
and resentment from those cultural producers who feel exploited for the economic 
benefit of others. Local urban movements commonly form around such friction, 
as in Barcelona or Venice and their complicated relations with tourism, but they 
fail to achieve significant political power or open up to new possibilities and alter-
natives within the constraints of the current system. 

Under the increasing privatisation, enclosures, spatial controls, policing and surveil-
lance upon urban life in general, and the urban processes influenced by capitalist 
class interest, it has become more difficult to build new forms of commons and 
drive urban movement. The complexity and confusion in the current urban reality 
are being played by some politicians in what we now call the “post-truth” era, 
making public opinion even more fragmented, weakening any attempt at social 
uprise.  

URBAN SEGREGATION - CONSEQUENCES
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Figure 8: 

The patterns of voting 
show the political 
differences between 
urban areas and rural / 
suburban areas. 
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Reviewing the urban process, beginning with the agglomeration of creative class 
and continuing through the exploitation of their cultural assets for concentrated 
capital, it appears that the new urban revitalization is in contradiction to its source 
of energy, and might decline in the near future as a result. If the new generation 
of artists, designers, musicians and other creatives cannot afford to live in the city 
they helps to revitalize, they will either decluster or cluster in a different location, 
starting the same process in a different environment and drain the gentrified city 
center of its cultural assets. Such devitalization can already be seen in San Francisco’s 
downtown area, where the average rent for one room is the most expensive in 
America. The city, which was well known for its social progressive movements and 
worldly renowned bohemian scene, is now affordable only to the highly paid knowl-
edge-worker sector and wealthy tourists.

If urbanisation is about the perpetual production of urban commons, then uncon-
trollable capitalist urbanisation, which tends to destroy the uniqueness that is the 
basis of the appropriation of monopoly rents, will eventually destroy the city as 
a social, political and livable commons. In order to avoid this, urbanisation must 
support socio-economic diversity and, to some degree, uncontrollable local cultural 
development, even if the price is undermining its own existence and the decreasing 
in the potential for profit. Such a broad perspective on economic activity cannot 
be manifested by a single actor, or within the competitive arena of ‘Star-cities’, and 
requires regulatory effort.  

“A community group that struggles to maintain ethnic diversity in its neighborhood 
and protect against gentrification may suddenly find its property prices (and taxes) 
rising as real estate agents market the “character” of their neighborhood to the 
wealthy as multicultural, street-lively, and diverse. By the time the market has done 
its destructive work, not only have the original residents been dispossessed of that 
common which they had created (often being forced out by rising rents and property 
taxes), but the common itself becomes so debased as to be unrecognizable.” 
David Harvey, “Rebel cities”

THE NEW SUBURBAN CRISIS - CONCLUSIONEXPLOITATION AND DECLINE

The 21st century urban-suburban divide is far from being as coherent as 
earlier modern models of zoning and divisions. The modern metropolis today 
forms a class-based patchwork of geographically concentrated advantage and 
concentrated disadvantage that cuts across city centers and suburbs alike. 

Richard Florida analysis in “The divided city” suggests that four key factors are 
driving these class divides, namely the creative class clustering around:19

• central business district and urban core,
• transit hubs, such as subway, cable car, and rail lines,
• research universities and other knowledge based institutions,
• areas of substantial amenities, especially highly-valued natural amenities like  
coastlines and waterfronts.

As mentioned before, lower classes, immigrants and disadvantaged communities 
also cluster in rural or suburban neighborhoods, and perpetuate a cycle of poverty. 
Those poor neighborhoods further isolate and disconnect their residents from 
job opportunities, high quality education and social services, all of which could 
mitigate the effects of poverty.20 

These unbalanced growth patterns are also shaped by a complicated mix of 
federal and state spending programs, tax expenditures, regulatory practices, and 
administrative policies. But working within the current regulatory frame and the 
constraints of the free market, does not provide enough opportunity for success 
in this important battle for equality. 

There must be a systematic political, economical and social alternative to the 
operation of the capitalist law of value in order to gain some control on this 
devastating social process. Yet, in the current conditions, it make little sense to 
try to undermine the current innovative dynamic of capital, which contributes to 
productivity and generate jobs, and perhaps the right path is to focus instead on 
lifting the bottom of the workforce and population with an innovative approach 
led by past lessons.
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Before considering the tools and methods available for the revitalization of the 
suburban districts, this section lays down the principles, values and lessons which 
should be the basis for an inclusive, long lasting strategy. This type of “soft infrastruc-
ture” is not usually considered a priority under the pressure of urban development, 
making the true foundations of our cities unstable and fragile. 

Since Henri Lefebvre coined the slogan “The right to the city” in 1968, it has become 
the guiding principle of many urban movements. While the original idea has been 
interpreted in many ways and adapted to the spirit of later times, at its core the 
concept still echoes the underlying truth that every person has the right to live in 
dignity and with access to the same opportunities as others. 

In the urban environment, which is a production of the common, it is the right of 
the common to use it, without others appropriating it for private gain. While the 
financial powers, the real estate owners and speculators, the key political hierarchy 
of state power and the owners of the media, already have the access to most city’s 
amenities, others do not. Instead of the deprived and discontent fighting for their 
right to the city, it should be the common as a whole pursuing and protecting it. 
There must be a revision of the role of government in achieving such inclusive 
urbanity, looking into the relationships between private and public bodies in the 
city and enabling access and opportunities for all. 

Local authorities should: 
• Reduce barriers for individuals seeking to start small businesses, to obtain higher 

education and to receive excellent public services, not just for capital investors 
and firms. 

• Implement inclusive policies on urban land use and low-income housing to help 
new immigrants, while reinventing effective social nets, consisting of both public 
assistance and market insurance.21 

• Enforce the provision of public investment and make sure it is allocated to 
equalise and balance socio-economic differences and not solely benefiting those 
already privileged. 

INNOVATION SUBURBS - FORWARD THINKING INNOVATION SUBURBS

RADICALLY INCLUSIVE

Decisions and policies implemented in the urban realm should be guided by the 
principles of justice, equity, democracy, beauty, accessibility, community, public 
space, sustainability, diversity, environmental and with the support for the full 
development of human potentials and capabilities.22 This might be perceived as a 
utopian manifesto, clearly not fully realistic, but nevertheless valuable considering 
modern urban developments.  

Another principle worth emphasizing in the age of globalisation and concentrated 
production is that all inhabitants should have the right to produce as much as they 
have the right to consume: The right to determine what is produced and how it is 
produced and to participate in the creative process of its production.
   
Such an “urban constitution” might seem far fetched, but any attempt for 
systematic change must have core values and ethics in its base, ones that promote 
inclusion and primarily work to put all pieces together. 

“A true rebirth of distressed areas (and the cities in which 
they are located) will only occur if we make these places 

neighborhoods of choice for individuals and families 
with a broad range of incomes and neighborhoods 
of connection that are fully linked to metropolitan 

opportunities.” 

Bruce Katz, Brookings institute 
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In her famous book “Governing the commons”, Elinor Ostrom employs the allegory 
of herders competing over land. Ostrom systematizes the anthropological, socio-
logical, and historical evidence that has long shown that if the symbolic herders 
talked with each other (or had cultural rules of sharing) then they might easily solve 
any commons issue. Using different examples she further demonstrates that this 
conclusion is valid up to a certain scale. Once the common rises above a certain 
number of individuals, it requires a “nested” structure of decision making, as direct 
negotiation between all individuals becomes impossible.23 

The formation of governance in different scales and layers has been a long process 
of testing and improving, but the level of trust in governments is low and typically 
decreases as the size of governed population and level within the hierarchy 
increases. Many attempts have been made to reclaim control at a more local level 
and create autonomous and economically independent spaces, but these have yet 
to mature into a real alternative for the current system, and are usually short lived.
 
The main problem is that contesting the operations of the capitalist law of value on 
the world stage, requires a theoretical understanding of macroeconomic interre-
lations, along with a different form of technical and organizational sophistication, 
which are hard to obtain in small organisations. On the other hand, all enterprises 
operating within the capitalist economy are subject to “the coercive laws of 
competition” that undergird the capitalist laws of value production and realization. 
This means they are bound to compete with others and therefore likely to face the 
same structural challenges, and repeat the destructive patterns, as the economy 
they were fighting against.

De-coupling from these relations is nearly impossible, as it increases vulnerability to 
local famines and social and natural catastrophes. In addition, effective management 
and survival almost always depends upon the availability of sophisticated means of 
production which are produced outside the district.24

Polycentrism, or any other form of decentralization in government, is required 
to ensure the power of the commons works for the commons. But these small 
authorities with their permission to self-organise, must also have strong hierarchi-
cal constraints and active enforcement, tied to higher governments, to supply more 
public goods for public purposes. 

TRUST BASED - NEW GOVERNANCE INNOVATION SUBURBS

This separate but  collaborative relationship between different levels of government 
is not an innovative approach, of course, but it is an approach which needs to be 
refreshed and adapted to an era where trust and equality is in steep decline. 

A mix of instrumentalities and organisational methods (public and private, 
collective and associational, nested, hierarchical and horizontal, exclusionary and 
open-will, etc.) should be revised and implemented at the different levels. Ways 
must be found to organize production, distribution, exchange, and consumption, 
in order to meet human wants and needs on an anti-capitalist basis, allow the 
individual as well as the common to gain more control on their living conditions, 
with the balance mechanism of the state, making sure it does not come at the 
expense of anyone else.    

34
Image 2: Street art in Skopje, Macedonia during the colors revolution in 2016
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Resilience, when referring to communities or places, is made up of two factors:25 
• Recovery - how well people bounce back and recover fully from challenge.
• Sustainability - how well people sustain health and psychological well-being
in a dynamic and changing environment.

These two factors emphasise the need for both hard and soft structures, economic 
and social, to maintain the health of individuals in the ever changing conditions of 
the urban fabric. 
Polycentric governance, closely connected and “nested” in a larger social-ecological 
system, has a  better chance of maintaining both hard and soft structures. Due to 
their smaller scale, they are better able to retain the balance when facing political 
and economic fluctuations, and alleviate collective and cooperative action, with 
strong participation from local inhabitants where production and consumption 
are closely knit, and communal ties and the support of local policies provide an 
additional safety net. 

On the scale of a district or a local community, economic resilience is dependent 
on the ability of the community to maintain a high percentage of local production, 
and the creation of jobs which otherwise would be lost to global competition. Social 
resilience, in that context, would emphasise the role of entrepreneurship, small 
businesses and the empowerment of individuals, as the soft layer. 

Psychological and financial restraints mean that disadvantaged and poor individuals 
tend to avoid risk,  but in an enabling local environment, once the inherent entre-
preneurial instincts are liberated, even the poor can obtain property and enhance 
the commonwealth, breaking the cycle of chronic poverty. Collective or associated 
property can strengthen social ties and reinforce the social safety net bringing even 
more innovation and economic prosperity.

A gradual transformation to such structure from a top-down or corporate perspective 
can be made by labour organisations or cooperatives moving towards joined or full 
ownership. The example of the Swedish Meidner plan, proposed in the late 1960s, 
receipts from a tax placed on corporate profits in return for wage restraint on the 
part of unions, were to be placed in a worker-controlled fund that would invest in, 
and eventually buy out, the corporation, thus bringing it under the common control 
of the associated laborers.26 In a ‘nested’ structure, such organized labor can work 
according to the principles of proximity of production and consumption, while still 
participate in the global game, and adapt itself to changes in technology and flows. 

LOCAL IS THE NEW GLOBAL RESILIENCE
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“A social and community psychology of resilience is 
needed if we are to understand why many of us are 

not always able to preserve well-being and sustain our 
progress towards the goals we have set out for ourselves 

and those we care for.”

Emory L. Cowen

We have to devise a system to ensure that everybody 
benefits from this second machine age, a system that 

compensates the losers as well as the winners. For 200 
hundred years that system was the labour market, 

which ceaselessly churned out new jobs and, in so doing, 
distributed the fruits of progress. But can this mechanism 

last in this new age? 

Rutger Bergman, Utopia for realists
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The ‘liveability’ measurement has been largely defined as a process of quantifying 
attributes to inform and develop government policy and to market cities to internal 
and external audiences. By focusing the debate on economic activity, consumerism 
and the urban core, Melbourne, Australia, became the flagship city of the 21st 
century Livability discourse, ranked for several years in a row as the world’s most 
livable city by The Economist. Melbourne is also one of the most sprawled cities 
in the world, geographically and culturally segregated, and with poor access to 
services once beyond its inner suburbs. 
This contradiction should shift the current liveability debate to a focus on the wider 
health of social networks, shedding light on this increasingly important perspective 
as our cities become bigger and more fragmented. 

Community, social interaction and social cohesion:
 
In contemporary urban and suburban areas, spatial based communities are often 
weak, boundaries are difficult to perceive or non-existent, and people commonly 
relate to groups and structures which might be distant from their geographical local 
community. Communities of interest, affinity and attachment are now seen to be 
more prevalent and more important to people’s social wellbeing than communities 
of place.27

One person can be a part of a number of social non-place-based circles, but as the 
distances in the urban fabric are increasing, it becomes harder to maintain those 
circles. The place-based social circle always had a big effect on one’s livability and 
perhaps it is time to regain that sense of community. 

The chances for social interactions within a district can be enhanced with good 
urban design, and indeed many urban renewal policies favour greater consolida-
tion in living environments, providing residents with the opportunity, as well as 
the challenge, of “proximity” to and association with others. However, research 
has indicated that residents share a preference for day-to-day informal, non-chal-
lenging interactions, rather than a  desire to bond more deeply, thus challenging 
modern design to focus on the quality rather the quantity of social interaction. 
    
The quality of social interaction and collective activity should become a critical 
objective for a society that faces greater social division, individualisation, privatism, 
inequality and diversity. 
Social cohesion, which represents a range of positive community-related attributes 
including: common values and civic culture, social order and social control, social 

THE SOCIAL DIMENSIONS
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“Cumulative empirical evidence across 148 independent 
studies indicates that individuals’ experiences within 

social relationships significantly predict mortality. The 
overall effect size corresponds with a 50% increase in 
odds of survival as a function of social relationships.”

Holt-Lunstad et. el (2010)

Figure 9: Comparison of odds (lnOR) of decreased mortality across several 
conditions associated with mortality.

solidarity and a shared sense of belonging, is easy to foster in wealthy homogenous 
communities.28 The way to reach social cohesion in a diverse environment can be 
through urban design directing inhabitants into more meaningful interactions that 
can foster more integrated, resilient, tolerancing and sustainable communities. 

Merely physical changes in the living environment do not guarantee the liveability 
outcomes such as a sense of community, meaningful social interaction or social 
cohesion. Local governments must also conceive, measure and interpret the social 
dimension of liveability in a way that is meaningful to residents in 21st Century 
urban settings and then express this vision in planning, policy and development 
outcomes.29

LIVABILITY
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The creative class is drawn to culture, art, innovation and other creatives. Existing 
business associations tend to hold all of their events in inner city locations, and 
suburban business associations tending to be poorly equipped for or misunder-
stand the nature of self-employment in these sectors, where business plans are 
frequently short-term and unstable, and where there are significant cultural 
differences between these workers and the older, more ‘clubby’ atmosphere of 
some of the associations. 

Those advocating progressive urban cultural development strategies should see 
their role as being about furthering provision to underserved communities, as 
opposed to entrepreneurial strategies focused on developing tourism and enter-
tainment sites, and creative class strategies that concentrate on lifestyle amenities 
and the ‘buzz’ of the city.30

Terry Flew who Investigated  the Australian suburban case wrote:
“Immigration, demographic change and new technologies and communications 
media have transformed the spectrum of cultural choices available. The large-scale 
infrastructure and mass subscription model that underpins the logic of many funded 
arts organisations is poorly equipped to respond to the plethora of new artists, art 
forms, audiences, genres, and subcultures emerging in a rapidly changing cultural 
dynamic.”31 

Providing traditional cultural institutions does not necessarily cater to all the per-
spectives, and a fertile soil should be provided for the emergent of new and trans-
formative cultural practices from the bottom up, ones that celebrate the unique 
identity of the suburb and its cultural diversity. 
Festivals, events and workshop studios need to be considered, regardless for their 
immediate economical value, with the understanding that establishing an active 
social and creative dimension to the cultural fabric will attract and inspire further 
creativity. These newer cultural opportunities can v 8 also be an extension of existing 
cultural amenities that are located in the city’s core and other districts. 

CELEBRATING THE CITY CULTURE
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“We should celebrate life instead of death, welcome 
change and adaptation instead of building structures and 

monuments intended to last forever.”

Lewis Mumford
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In the year 2018, humanity is in the midst of the third industrial revolution, and in 
some places it is taking the first steps in the fourth (cyber physical systems). The 
process of computerisation and automation has affected almost all industries in the 
last three decades, and it is far from slowing down. 

When thinking about future society - that is society in 10 years’ time - there must be 
a strong understanding that what was right for yesterday, is not right for tomorrow. 
If current predictions for 2030 are correct, our cities will look vastly different than 
today even within this short time, and not just the urban environment, but also our 
communication methods, organisational management, societal norms and the way 
we work. 

According to Nesta, the UK innovation foundation, a number of factors, such as tech-
nological changes, globalisation and demographic changes, will affect employment 
by 2030, reducing demand for some occupations and increasing it for others. 
Generally, those jobs that are made up of routine tasks are at a greater risk of 
decline, whereas those creative occupations requiring interpersonal and cognitive 
skills are well-placed to grow. In other words, such a shift will likely affect more 
low-income workers than those middle or high class creatives.

Richard Florida has also detected this trend towards creative jobs, but he is not as 
sure we can keep up with the pace of the change and compensate the loss of routine 
jobs with creative ones. According to his research, the proportion of creative jobs 
is increasing slightly, in a slow process: 1.4% per year over the past half-century, on 
average. At that rate, it will take another 25 years to achieve the same amount of 
creative jobs as routine ones in the US.32

Other studies draw an even grimmer picture, the US bureau of labor predicts that 
in 10 to 20 years, about 50% of the jobs we know today will disappear with the 
remaining occupations those that require compassion, understanding and moral 
judgment, such as nurses, teachers and police officers.33 (Figure 11)

The study do not offer a prediction on how many job types will be added, simply 
because until they have been conceived of, it is not possible to know what they might 
be. As technology races ahead, however, it is clear from all studies that low-skilled 
workers will be reallocate to tasks that are less susceptible to computerisation – i.e., 
tasks requiring creative and social intelligence.34

But even if assuming all workers will obtain the right creative and social skills for the 
jobs of the future, according to these researches there is no guarantee there will be 
enough jobs for all job seekers, and if these jobs will provide sufficient income for 
maintaining the rising standard of living. 

THE FUTURE OF WORK
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Figure 10: The industrial revolutions 

 
Figure 11: Frey and Osborne (2013) prediction on the probablity of each job to become 

automated applied on 2016 US employment statistics.  
Black fields are jobs likely to be automated and white fields are jobs likely to remaine

Figure 6. Comparison of odds (lnOR) of decreased mortality across several conditions associated with mortality.
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At least in the UK, cities and jobs are likely to see an increase in demand by 2030, 
according to study conducted by the Centre for Cities in London. As has happened 
in other industrial revolutions, the labour market will continue to evolve - new 
occupations will arise and some occupations that already exist will become in-
creasingly important. However, this is likely to play out differently across the 
country continuing the current trend of concentration of capital and investment 
in university cities and world cities. 

Over the last 100 years, the evolution of the economy has meant that the ability 
to access and use knowledge has become increasingly important for businesses, 
people and cities. Those cities that have best been able to provide access to 
knowledge are the ones that have best been able to deal with change over the 
last century.35 Today’s worst-performing cities are also those most exposed to the 
risk of job losses in the future.

Another change that is already underway is in the way we work. The new work 
patterns of the creative class are becoming less and less place-based, allowing 
them to work remotely, attend meetings via video calls and rely less on office 
services. This is great news for suburban districts and small towns able to offer 
cheaper housing rents to those who no longer need to commute to the city. 
However, cheap rent cannot entirely replace a creative ecosystem, and further 
conditions are needed to wake up a sleeping suburb. 

In order for cities to deal with the changing work patterns, there must be a shift 
in policy, and for struggling cities in particular; policy which creates the conditions 
that support the development of knowledge, and the use and exchange of it. 
A key element of this would be to provide residents with the skills they need 
to be successful in a labour market that is likely to be ever more dominated by 
non-routine work.

The UK Centre for Cities recommend three main approaches:36 
• Prepare: Give younger generations entering the labour market the right set of 

skills and knowledge to succeed in the jobs of the future.
• Adjust: The current workforce should be given adequate resources to adjust to 

changes in the labour market.
• Compensate: Individuals least able to adapt need to be given adequate com-

pensation for their job loss but should also be given retraining.

Productivity and innovation are drivers of long-run economic growth, the centre 
concludes, but there remains the question of how to foster and sustain those 
characteristics and channel them towards the common’s well being. 

THE FUTURE OF WORK
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“Most social problems—such as poverty,
sustainability, equality, and health and wellness

- are wicked.

Wicked problems can’t be ‘fixed’.

But because of the role of design in developing
infrastructure, designers can play a central role in
mitigating the negative consequences of wicked
problems and positioning the broad trajectory

of culture in new and more desirable directions.

This mitigation is not an easy, quick, or solitary
exercise. Due to the system qualities of these
large problems, this design process demands

interdisciplinary collaboration, and most
importantly, perseverance.”

Jon Kolko
Founder and Director

Austin Centre for Design
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Recognising the need to address the suburban and urban crisis outside and within 
the current economic system, this section will review tools and methods that can 
foster and sustain resilience and innovation within the scope of a defined district, 
as a part of a larger urban whole. These solutions can be used individually or 
together, and are divided into three layers that together aim to cover the needs of a 
healthy and functioning urban system. This section is an open work, recognising the 
existence of more options than the ones mentioned, and many more layers in bigger 
scales. It is an attempt to draw attention to solutions that are readily available to 
the commons, and are relatively cheap and easy to implement. Such solutions are 
not intended to undermine the neoliberal economy, but rather support it from the 
bottom up, in so doing ensuring all classes are empowered to improve their living 
conditions in the city as a whole. 

INNOVATION SUBURBS - LAYOUT
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“Most problems have a spatial aspect, but their origin 
lies in economic, social, political arenas, the spatial being 

a partial cause and an aggravation, but only partial. It 
might be better to see the seeds of the future as sectors. 

It is clearly possible to have sectors of everyday life 
that are free of capitalist forms, operating within the 

capitalist system but not of it, not dominated by it.
  

For short-hand, those are the sectors of the economy and 
of daily life that are not operated on the profit system, 
that are within it but not of it, that are not motivated 
by profit but rely on solidarity, humanity, the flexing of 
muscles, and the development of creative impulses, for 

their own sake. 
 

They will need to draw resources from the for-profit 
sector, preferably democratically and openly through 

government, but their own driving force will be found in 
general principles that are radically different from those 

motivating the for-profit economy, and principles that 
can have increasingly wider visibility and appeal.”

Peter Marcuse, “Whose right(s) to what city?”
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The current urban and suburban crisis is first and foremost a result of the economic 
path of the last few decades. While a systematic change is far from easily reached, 
introducing a different type of economy under the current one is possible. We are 
already seeing potential disruptions to the neoliberal economy in phenomena like 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. influencing a shift on a global scale. 
The tools offered below are based on horizontal and vertical collaborative economy, 
embedded by the principles mentioned in the last chapter, and translated into a 
local context.
  

BASIC INCOME

It may have once seemed an unrealistic, even radical, idea, but recently basic 
income has become more popular as part of the economic debate. With successful 
experiments in Canada, Finland and even in the US (some dating back to the 1970s), 
it has been shown that, perhaps counterintuitively, when governments distribute 
wealth without asking for anything in return, they can actually save money.

In his book “Utopia for realists”, Rutger Bregman reviews a few of those experiments, 
their outcomes and also their political failure. It appears that basic income does not 
discourage people from finding work, but allows them to acquire and learn new 
skills to perform better in the job market, and awakens entrepreneurial instincts 
by reducing risk factors. In addition to a shorter work week, the safety net of basic 
income reduced the state’s spending on health care and social support, balancing 
any expense and even leaving the state with a surplus. 

One version of basic income is conditional cash transfers, as tested in 1997 by the 
PROGRESA program in Mexico. The program linked the receipt of welfare payments 
to investment in human capital (health and education) with the idea that families 
would receive cash from the local government, but only if their children attend 
school regularly and the family sought preventive health care. Conditional cash 
transfers can have a significant impact on poor communities in developing countries, 
where families often rely on the younger generation for household labour or earning 
additional income, preventing them from attending school.37

Stable wages offer disadvantaged citizens the financial resources, mental space and 
necessary optimism to invest in their future. With financial opportunities and social 
support, the talented among them can even scale to large enough businesses that 
will in turn hire other people around them. In addition, if countries won’t be able to 
create more jobs for the growing population in the age of automation, basic income 
can be a support measure for a shorter work week for all, allowing us to have more 
time and energy for leisure and investment in our community. 
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Figure 12: Based on data from the OECD, this chart shows, 
by country, how much basic income a government could 
pay out if it scrapped its non-health transfer payments, 

and spread them evenly across the population in a single 
payment. (source: The Economist)
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LOCAL CURRENCIES AND THE SHARING ECONOMY

Another old idea returning to the mainstream in the last few years is the possibility 
of changing the way we use money and even changing money itself, by adapting it 
to a smaller scale. As it becomes more evident that monetary monocultures serve 
the international financial markets better than the needs of people and societies, 
local currency experiments are increasingly emerging as welcome disruptions to 
this status quo.

Understanding money as a tool for exchange of goods rather than a measurement of 
power in the free market, local currencies allow a monetary system that better fits 
the local economy and keeps that money circling within the community, supporting 
local business and making the financial system more resilient to national and global 
fluctuations. Local currencies also encourage more social interaction between 
individuals, and strengthen community identity and pride. The circular exchange 
helps to create a more equal and sustainable economy while also providing an 
educational value for young users.

Community currencies can also have social and environmental value if they are 
earned not just by salaries but also by positive acts. Reward currencies can incentivise 
the purchase of more sustainable products when points are earned when making a 
purchase and can be redeemed as a discount the next time a sustainable product is 
bought. Money can also be earned by recycling domestic waste, for example, or by 
spending time and resources on a project which has a clear communal benefit and 
is supportive of the ecosystem.38 

The new wave of local currencies is spreading fast and reaching all corners of the 
globe. The Brixton pound in Lambeth (South London), has been so successful that 
the mayor withdraw his entire salary in local bills, printed with the face of local 
celebrity, David Bowie. 

The term “sharing economy”, another trendy topic in the discourse on sustainable 
development, describes interactions that are based on the exchange of goods and 
services without using money at all. Many digital platforms for sharing economy 
have appeared in recent years, including time banks, digital market spaces and 
resource circulation systems. Despite using the sharing economy as an umbrella 
term for peer-to-peer digital transaction, it differentiate from sales transactions and 
business to business platforms which are not contributing to local circular economy 
(Uber as an example). 
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Figure 13: Flow diagram of the potential short and long term outcomes 
of the use of local currency. (produced for Spice Time-credit systems in 

South Wales by Cummunity Currencies In Action (CCIA))
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LOCAL PRODUCTION

Surprisingly, technological innovation, usually supporting globalisation of the 
production chain, has in parallel disrupted the current economy by shifting it back 
from global to local. With open source data platforms and massive information 
flows spread globally through the internet, it is easier than ever to do it yourself 
(DIY). The spectrum of examples is wide. From the potential substantial production 
of food in urban gardens and rooftops which tackle the basic need for food security 
and balance the environmental damage caused by expensive shipping cost on one 
side, and the growing possibilities presented by 3D printers and small fabrication 
labs on the other side.   
This type of local production can be organized in many ways and can, increase local 
collaboration and resilience, and ultimately reduce dependence on imported goods 
and materials. 
Already it is possible to design our own furniture at home using simple software 
and “print” it in our local high street, buy vegetables in the local supermarket 
which were grown one floor above the (automated) cashier point, even use simple 
aquaponics home devices to grow our own greens in the basement. The potential 
in innovative and open-sourced local production is huge if used widely across the 
district, but for it to thrive it must be embedded strategically and systematically into 
the urban fabric, and supported by policy and incentives. 

“Being localised, small, connected and open (to others’ ideas, culture and physical 
presence), these promising social innovations actively contribute to the realisation of 
resilient, distributed socio-technical systems. And vice versa: distributed socio-tech-
nical systems may become the enabling infrastructure of a society where these 
kinds of social innovations can flourish and spread. While centralised systems can be 
developed without considering the social fabric in which they will be implemented, 
this imposition is impossible when the technological solution in question is a 
distributed one; the more a system is networked, the larger is its interface with 
society and the more the social side of innovation has to be considered. No resilient 
systems can exist without social innovation.”
Professor Ezio Manzini, Chair of Design for Social Innovation, University of the Arts, 
London
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INNOVATION ECONOMY

The FabLab design incubator concept was inspired by the new possibilities in 
3D printing technology and created by entrepreneurs who wanted to provide 
widespread access to modern means for invention. The prototype was initiated as 
an outreach project from MIT’s Center for Bits and Atoms (CBA), and became a col-
laborative and global network through which anyone can start their own FabLab  
independently. The type of franchise model with the idea of physical local innovation 
network can be used in other contexts and implemented in many spaces within 
a district, either with the support of municipalities or by local entrepreneurs and 
business owners, and help incubate more innovation, allowing the district to keep 
up with the pace of more established innovation districts. 

Today fablabs and similar co-working spaces, innovation labs and incubators, are 
located in spaces where there is concentration of knowledge and creativity, that 
is to say: universities, business districts and city centers in general. As for-profit 
businesses, they tend to cluster in proximity to their target audience of the creative 
class, making it less accessible and distant to the ones who wish to live in the outer 
circles around the city. Spreading this type of network to more distant and disad-
vantaged locations, will not just provide better education and opportunities for 
the suburban residents, but possibly also connect entrepreneurs and businesses 
from more affluent districts to the ones in struggling ones, piercing their bubble to 
see the social and economic problems which are usually out of their sight in urban 
gentrified centers. 

A network of spaces which allow users to share experience, successful models 
and social events, can boost the economy of the city as a whole and direct human 
capital and innovation incubators to focus on solving real urban and environmen-
tal challenges. However, in order for those branches to sustain in challenging 
environments, such collaboration and collective action should be fostered by a 
governance model which enable a strategic distribution of spaces with a low risk 
and competition factor.
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CO-OWNERSHIP

Co-ownership of businesses and organisations, nested within a solid democratic 
structure and connected vertically, can build healthier and more inclusive 
enterprises. The participatory factor and the shared responsibility enable a deeper 
social interaction and a valuable link between the productions and consumption of 
goods.

This social value is translated into economic impact:  
In 2012, the city of Glasgow in the UK tested a concept called Co-operative City. To 
reach people most in need and do more with limited funds, the city pioneered new 
co-design models for local people, communities and public services. It launched 
a Co-operative Development Unit to boost sustainable cooperatives and social 
enterprises in the city, running a business development fund to support new and 
existing cooperatives. In a period of five years, with an investment of 2.5M euros, 56 
Co-operative Glasgow Business Development Grants have resulted in an increase in 
turnover of approximately 7.7M euros in the cities social enterprise and co-opera-
tive sector. This equates to a return of 3.07 euros of every 1 euro of public money 
spent.39

The principles of co-ownership can also be translated onto the housing sector:  
Cooperative housing in Sweden was introduced in the 1920s to respond to a housing 
shortage. The initial goal was to give everyone a way to control their housing 
situation as well as to provide good housing to large groups of people. The model 
has changed since then but is still implemented throughout Sweden, balancing 
the rising house prices and allowing residents to take considered and collective 
decisions about their assets.40 

Collectives, shared houses and co-living spaces are also becoming more common 
in the developed urban landscape, helping to tackle loneliness and social isolation. 
However, especially in the case of the current co-living projects which are usually 
relatively big, exclusive and built on a for-profit business model, they can create 
further clustering of creatives and the formation of “innovation bubbles”.
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In their work in the spaces in between buildings, planners, urbanists and architects 
are usually bound by the rules of chains of value, and so, design spaces with direct 
and indirect commercial value or poor public spaces which are in need of a “face lift”. 
Modern projects in this field tend to be “overly designed” and allow little if no par-
ticipation from the local community. Such passive consumption of an environment 
designed and maintained solely by professional support is neither possible nor 
sustainable, environmentally, socially and economically. The next section sheds 
light on urban design that can be more basic and flexible, allowing the participation 
and interpretation of locals according to their own needs or creative skills.     

THIRD PLACES

Third places ,whether they are private (cafes, clubs, bars, etc.) or public (community 
center, hubs, library, urban gardens, etc.), are an essential ingredient in every urban 
framework and are important for civil society, democracy and civic engagement, and 
to establishing feelings of a sense of place. The quality of such spaces is dependant 
on smart up-to-date design and being positioned to attract a diverse range of users.
Many suburbs have been built with the main purpose of providing housing, and 
with a lack of infrastructure to allow for such spaces to either develop organically 
or with municipal support.

If a struggling suburban district wishes to attract the middle class or creatives, an 
investment in good third spaces should be a priority. In a diverse environment, 
these spaces have the potential to help integrate some communities with others 
in an informal way and inspire new collaborations. The challenge is to make third 
spaces as inclusive as possible, corresponding to the needs of different groups and 
classes, and enabling interaction beneficial to both the individual and the space 
itself.  Indoor third spaces, being climate protected, can have significant effect on 
the social fabric in places where the weather conditions are rough.  

Hybrid private-public spaces with added social value or cooperative management 
can best offer a response to such needs, creating a neutral atmosphere and an 
invitation for users who might otherwise stay isolated.
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FLEXIBLE AND DIVERSE DESIGN

Architecture and urban design in cities is relatively static and build to last. In a rapidly 
changing environment such as ours, there is a need to adapt quickly to changes and 
reinvent the urban context to answer acute arising needs. Waves of immigration, 
economic fluctuations, disasters and rapid urbanisation put a city’s flexibility to the 
test, sometimes creating crisis and sometimes driving innovation. 
The examples below are taken from the micro-scale of interior design to the 
macro-scale of district infrastructure:  
Flexible housing - Houses that can be modular and altered from the inside, 
providing an opportunity to adjust the unit alongside changes to demand. Walls can 
be removed or added according to the desire of the tenant or owner, and the inner 
infrastructure can be upgraded easily to correspond with changes in technology. 
Adaptable buildings will also last longer and will be cheaper in the long run as they 
will reduce the need and frequency for wholesale refurbishment. Flexible housing 
can also enable easy implementation of social housing within a building, rejecting 
the modernist idea of designated housing for the disadvantaged and allowing 
diversity in the smallest scale of a block.    
Modular construction - Building technologies now allow us to manufacture whole 
housing units at a relatively low cost. Units can stand alone or be a part of a bigger 
complex. Modular construction comprises prefabricated room-sized volumetric 
units that are normally fully fitted out during manufacture and are installed on-site 
as load-bearing “building blocks”. It allows cities to achieve fast development on 
a big scale and respond quickly to changes in demand. Modular design offers also 
flexibility: buildings can be expanded and changed by adding new components 
to standard skid interfaces as needed. Units can be added to homes as families 
expand, and removed and reused when no longer needed. Many experiments are 
already being held in many cities around the world, where they serve a commercial 
purpose or have been placed as quick housing solutions in brown fields, empty 
spaces and as extension to existing structures.
Transitional architecture - Transitional describes movement, a process rather than 
something defined. In the world of architecture, transitional used to describe a 
merge between two styles, traditional and contemporary, mainly in the design of 
interiors. It is not just a mix between the old and the new, but can also be described 
as architecture in motion. Structures that come to fulfill a certain purpose for a 
period of time, and are then removed, shift form or change location. Transitional 
architecture can also have a broader and more creative implementation, exploring 
different uses and materials to make the city a playground of art and architecture. 

Implementing these methods within a district can arouse interest among locals and 
from the outside world, and allow the creation of a diverse fabric at a pace and cost 
which traditional architecture cannot provide. 
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“The increasing concentrations 
of global flows – of money and 
goods – have exacerbated the 

inequalities and spatial divisions 
of social classes. 

In this context, an architecture 
or urbanism of equality in an 

increasingly unequal economic 
world requires looking deeper 
to find a wide range of places 
to mark and commemorate 

the cultures of those excluded 
from the spaces of wealth and 

economic boom. 

These don’t necessarily lie 
in the formal production of 

architecture, but often challenge 
it. Here the idea of a city is an 

elastic urban condition, not 
a grand vision, but a ‘grand 

adjustment’.” 

Rahul Mehrotra 
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NON-COMMODIFIED PUBLIC SPACE

In many suburbs, especially in developed countries, there is an abundance of 
spaces between buildings. Some of it is defined as public space and serves as a 
place for gathering or improving the user experience for commercial areas. Other 
spaces are less defined and are considered “in-between” spaces for temporary use 
or serve as green landscape. 

Such spaces can be given an additional value of commonality which does not 
necessarily affect their original purpose. Handing over those areas for a collabo-
rative design by local residents can enhance both social cohesion and the creative 
value of a neighborhood. 
Contemporary art in the shape of sculptures or street art is one of the most common 
ways this is done, but the possibilities can reach far beyond to the point where the 
community designs its own public spaces and fill it up with gardens, fruit trees, 
street furniture and event venues. 
A sense of ownership, pride and identity contributes to the maintenance of the 
sites and of the public space in general (though not replacing entirely municipal 
services), and can open a bridging dialogue with governance on the possibilities of 
a participatory culture. 

“While these public spaces and public goods contribute mightily to the qualities 
of the commons, it takes political action on the part of citizens and the people to 
appropriate them or to make them so. Public education becomes a common when 
social forces appropriate, protect, and enhance it for mutual benefit”
David Harvey  

CLIMATE SMART AND DENSE DESIGN

In many environments the local climate can be an important factor in urban design 
and it is important to provide a variety of spaces which are appropriate for different 
weather conditions. Shaded spaces in warm climates, or protected ones in cold 
climates, are essential to establish an active social fabric throughout the year.  

A dense urban layout allows a certain level at which creative and urban businesses 
can exist and thrive, and encourages better and full use of spaces. Density also 
allows a higher degree of diversity in function and protection against harsh climates.
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Many suburbs which were built in the era where high density was considered 
contradictory to health and lifestyle, has low density and extensive open space for 
recreational uses. Those spaces sometimes end up under-used, too vast for social 
interaction and too vulnerable to weather conditions or inappropriate use. 
Therefore adding volume and possibilities to low density suburbs is essential to 
reach the quality of city centers and their attractiveness for creatives.  

TRANSPORTATION

Richard Florida suggested the main solution to the urban crisis is to invest 
significantly in the transportation nodes from the suburb to the city center. This 
can be done by top down mass-transportation systems, or with public-private 
collaboration where companies improve commuting for their employees, and by 
extension all users. 
“Cities must focus on improving their transit networks to accommodate outlying 
urban residents, as well as those in nearby suburbs. In the same way that cities 
subsidize roads, they must also consider subsidizing transit development. 
Connecting the suburbs by transit is the only way to functionally rebuild them.” 

As much as this aligns with the concept of the right to city, one question should be 
addressed: Will connecting the suburb to the city work both ways? Will the center 
also enrich the suburb or it will drain it of activity, making it easy for its residents 
to access core urban amenities and deprive the suburb of its local ones? There is 
a risk in encouraging distant neighborhoods to become “sleeping suburbs” and 
diminish its local urban ecosystem. 
Perhaps such a solution should be revised and creating a local thriving ecosystem 
should be in priority when investing in the creation of innovative suburbs. 

The city is more than housing, important as it is, and in connection with these 
other aspects of the city modernism had no better record. It is in particular when 
one considers what we distinctively have in mind when we summon up images of 
the city and urbanism—complexity, variety, the unexpected, the sophisticated, the 
varied, “chance elements that lend variety to the tableau, . . . confusion, chaos, and 
tumult,” 
Nathan Glazer, The social agenda of architecture

*background image from the deutschebahn smart city project in Hamburg
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While this paper focuses mostly on tackling the suburban crisis from the bottom up, 
there is also an understanding that every development should be “nested” within a 
supportive system and wired vertically so it does not operate in isolation. From the 
arguments that are spread throughout this paper emerge a clear picture: allowing 
market forces to shape our cities has led to the current crisis and a regulatory 
revolution is needed.   

TOP-DOWN INTERVENTIONS

Policy recommendations are hard to specify, as every case exists in a different 
context and there is no one-size-fits-all. However, from the different articles and 
researches that have influenced this paper, some guidelines can be extracted for 
those who design and execute the overarching strategy and incentives for metro-
politan areas:

Rent control and subsidies - Social housing is an important tool for supporting low 
income households and keeping districts diversified. More than that, it is needed to 
foster the right kind of participatory and creative culture, helping it compete with 
affluent areas that are traditionally more attractive to businesses. 
Rent reduction and subsidies for social businesses, cooperatives, artists studios 
and any inclusive workshop space that provides benefit for the local community 
regardless to class or income, should be considered and enforced by the local mu-
nicipality and not private land owners. 
Rent control and other constraints are even more important when an area receives 
increasing interest and is at the risk of becoming gentrified. Without such measures 
in strategic locations throughout the district, the whole revival of the district could 
be jeopardized.
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Reduce barriers for entrepreneurship - Building an ecosystem for entrepreneur-
ship has many dimensions. While incubators, education programs and peer-to-peer 
knowledge exchange are a collaborative effort, capital investment and financial 
safety nets are more hard to find, especially in disadvantaged districts and with 
socially oriented enterprises. 
Entrepreneurship cannot scale without risk, and for some, risk is the main factor for 
not pursuing ideas which might have a big impact. Local policy that embraces risk 
and helps to secure investment for early stage enterprises, can radically improve 
the innovation ecosystem and allow more people to participate in it. 
Today, funding has become a primary organising logic, with universal requirements 
for groups to become formally organised very early, with constitutions, insurance 
and bank accounts. Over decades of operating in this way, small local groups have 
become fragmented, siloed in their activities, and competitive for local volunteers 
and resources, when they could or should be collaborating. People are responding 
to top-down structural interventions, which is frequently blocking naturally co-op-
erative human behaviours. 
Eventually the objective is to eliminate the inequality in class and opportunities, 
and inject the local market with fuel to reach more impactful and inclusive devel-
opments.  

Bringing back the trust - As governance covers an increasing number of regions 
and populations, civic trust foundations are more inclined to break down. The 
current urban crisis is very much a result of neglect and mistrust, which leads to the 
political unrest reviewed in Part I. Decentralising governance and allowing more 
local residents to influence decision making within their district is an important 
step, and probably the most difficult one, as participation is slow to gain and quick 
to lose. 
Enabling local political debate to take place and local organisations  to gain more 
authority will help regain trust, but this must be done in a clear and efficient way, 
without loading the process with unnecessary bureaucracy and regulations. Things 
must be simple for the local citizen or entrepreneur who wants to contribute, and 
everyone should be treated in a respectful and personal manner to unlock a col-
laborative attitude. 
This is probably the biggest challenge in municipalities today which are perceived 
by many as bureaucratic conglomerates, creating barriers for the citizen rather 
than providing helpful service.    

“All the money in the world cannot solve problems unless 
we work together” 

Ewing Marion Kauffman, Kauffman foundation, The  
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building Playbook
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EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

In 1930, one of the world’s leading economist John Maynard Keynes, predicted that 
the 21st century’s biggest challenge would be leisure. He anticipated that by 2030 
the average working week would consist of only 15 hours, and humanity would face 
the crisis of an abundance of free time. Economically, a shorter work week would 
increase productivity, and together with more progressive consumption patterns, 
would increase the quality of living for many without significantly affecting current 
standards.41

Aside from the mental health virtues already mentioned under the topic of basic 
income, a shorter work week would change employment so more people can enter 
the job market in an era of decreasing opportunities, and it would become more 
inclusive to women and the elderly. 
Currently, it does not make sense for employers to hire two part-time employees 
rather than a single, full-time one, and such a change will require actions from both 
the private sector and the state.42 Creating part-time jobs to help disadvantaged 
and less educated people to enter the job market together with a supportive infra-
structure which provides accessibility to education and health, the additional free 
time can be used for attaining more skills or for contributing to the local community.

Figure 14: This chart compiles statistics for 2015 (from the OECD database), 
combining three key indicators: the agreed working time (hours/week), the effective 
working time (hours worked/week), and the productivity of employees (GDP per 
hour worked — in US dollars). The chart shows the discrepancies between countries 
and the relations between the amount of working hours and productivity. 
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EDUCATION FOR CREATIVITY

More time for leisure and a financial safety net would mean that the additional 
layer of creative a network would be added to life in the suburbs. The impact of 
such a network can be significant, with a very small investment from municipali-
ties. A creative network can be a collection of bottom up initiatives, nested within 
an enabling environment, providing creative activity for local residents with the 
potential to provide creative education for integration in the future employment 
market. 

Open and diverse networks created by residents, nested yet informal, can be 
divided to three segments:
• Social capital - small projects and practical activities with low commitment and 

low a barrier regarding the skills needed to participate, so they are inclusive 
as possible. This level  aims mainly to support the social fabric of the district, 
helping to form soft ties between individuals and increase happiness and 
engagement.   

• Creative education - Workshops, courses and fabrication spaces which allow 
individuals to learn as well as to create, through mainly  peer-to-peer interaction. 
Some of the activities will be designed to encourage local production, share 
resources and reduce consumption, and some will offer more tangible skills 
which are important for the job market of the future. 

• Collaborative businesses - This level will include more professional incubation 
programs, which allow individuals to develop ideas into small business preferably 
in collaboration with other residents. This will encourage self employment and 
the adaptation of open-sourced global projects into the local context. Profes-
sional help would enable the understanding of available public resources and 
the potential manifestation in the neighborhood scope. 

Supporting innovation in designated informal hubs and through peer-to-peer 
sharing is an important factor as this can provide the right kind of help, one which 
is not quantified by financial means and rather provides fertile soil for enterprises 
and small businesses to grow. 
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Many books, research papers and articles have referred to the paradoxical nature 
of cities in recent years and the implications on our future. The overarching recom-
mendations arising from these texts is that we must stabilize our current growth 
patterns and endeavour to diminish rising inequality. 

While city centers are under enormous pressure from capital and political powers, 
the suburbs and small towns have space for unusual ideas and smarter design. 
Those places have a great potential to become part of the healthy, inclusive and 
sustainable urban experience that we want to see as urbianists.       

The attempts to revive the suburbs today are infected with the same kind of mindset 
which nurtured the new urban crisis, and those isolated patches of improvements 
are unlikely to make things right for disadvantaged communities which already have 
little trust in such interventions.

In her study on resilience, Sophie Churchill wrote:
“Marginal tinkering with programs, and minor investments in neighborhoods, are 
unlikely to foster resilient communities. In fact, many limited and targeted grant 
efforts do just the opposite and reinforce separation and segregation, and in some 
cases even destroy communities.”43 

Microeconomics and local co-operative developments won’t change the situation 
by themselves, and cannot replace the current global system. But local economies, 
ones that involves some mix of individual and private initiative to organize and 
capture external effects while putting some aspect of the environment outside of 
the market, can serve as a resilient base for these districts, together with some 
changes in consumerism, productivism and institutional arrangements. 
 

CONCLUSIONS

Local state and municipalities must be involved through regulations, codes, 
standards, and public investments, along with informal and formal neighborhood 
organization to insure everything is falling into place and trust is gained. 

The suburbs can turn into a new type of inspiring neighborhood, where all residents 
are involved in its production, own their achievements (and failures), and live in 
dignity. With new smart technologies and attractive designs that use information 
and communication technology, cities can overcome barriers of communication, 
geography, information sharing and service access in urban communities. 

Urban edges are the places where we can implement all the lessons we learned 
from the city. Experiments have already begun, focusing on the power of entrepre-
neurship and the potential of diverse communities.  

One project being manifested is by The Participatory City organisation in East London, 
taking lessons from the urban regeneration of Lambeth borough, its successes and 
failures:
  
“We wish to build systems to encourage creativity - rather than just for financial ac-
countability. Where resources are more sizeable or concentrated these investments 
are ‘locked in’ through a series of governance measures aimed to secure commitment 
and ensure accountability... 
...Build systems that encourage collaboration - rather than fostering fragmentation 
and competition.” 
The Participatory City, “Designed to scale”

This project and others show that way forward is collaborative and conscious 
urbanism, one that takes the challenges of the future and the problems of the 
present on a global scale, and implement solutions with every individual in mind.  
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